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By Malcolm Rose

Usborne Publishing Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Bionic Agent, Malcolm
Rose, Cybernetically-enhanced, bionic crime fighter Jordan Stryker is going to have the criminals
running for the shadows in the first of this gripping new action-adventure series for the Twenty-First
Century. Twelve-year-old Ben Smith's life is changed forever when a chain-reaction of explosions
rips through his home, killing his mother and blowing off Ben's right arm. But where Ben Smith dies,
Jordan Stryker is born - a technologically-enhanced, bionic boy built to fight crime. Now, acting as
an undercover agent for secret police force Unit Red; his rebuilt arm can punch through steel; his
brain links directly to the internet; his hearing is super-sensitive, and he can spot hidden weapons
thanks to his X-Ray vision - which definitely has other 'perks'. On his first mission for Unit Red,
Jordan is plunged into an underground world of dangerous gangs and extreme activists in the hunt
for the criminals responsible for the explosion that killed his mother. But as Jordan struggles to
come to terms with the loss of his family, remnants of Alan's old life are around every corner,
especially when it reunites him with Amy - Alan's best friend,...
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This book is wonderful. It really is writter in easy words and never difficult to understand. I am quickly can get a satisfaction of reading a created ebook.
-- Carley Huels-- Carley Huels

Undoubtedly, this is the greatest operate by any article writer. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of confusing. Your life period is going to
be change as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- Karina Ebert-- Karina Ebert
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